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Minutes for December 1, 2009 Student Government Assembly Meeting 

I. Call Meeting to Order (7:05PM C/ST) 

II. First Roll Call 

III. Approval of Minutes-November 17, 2009 

IV. Guests 

A. Mr. Kevin Hegaity, Vice President and Chief Financial Officer & Steve Leslie 
I. Tuition policy advisory committee 

a. 9 people (4 Students/2 Deans/Faculty Member/2 Administration) 
b. Read the recommendation found on the utexas website (Google 

"TPAC") 
i. Explains the impacts of the recommendation 

c. Will hold hearings on January 20 and 26 
i. Tuition increase 3.59% for each of the next two physical 

years 
ii. University is facing $I 7million budget cut $14 million the 

next year - tuition increase will make up for that 
iii. The University will have to continue to find $11-14 

million each year to free up and dedicate to salary 
increases and program funding 

d. Reallocations within Colleges 
i. Provost office is working with each college dean on the 

process of budget reallocation 
ii. Focus is on critical needs on the colleges and schools 
iii. Working to move money to "critical priority" areas 
iv. Will have to work with budgeting office 
v. Compared to the rest of the country UT is in "good shape" 
vi. Recommendations going to President Powers, cover the 

"basic costs" of the University 
e. Recommendations are "non-binding", the President will form a 

recommendation and send it to the board of regents. Only the 
regents can enact a tuition increase. 

f. OPEN TO QUESTIONS 
i. Name 
ii. John Woods - When UT sets Tuition is it only for Austin 

or all campuses 
1. Only for UT Austin. A board of all the system 

schools will meet and come to a decision for the 
system. 



iii. Amanda Lopez - "How influential are the 
recommendations" 

I. Depends on who you talk with. The last 
recommendations, an 8% increase, the regents cut 
it back to 4.95%. Regents have demonstrated they 
will act independently. 

iv. ??? - Will the increase be the same for out of state students 
as well? 

I. Yes. 
v. Nathan Bunch - "Increases between MPA and MBA 

programs" 
I . Those are not part of the process. That is a matter 

of the Business, Pharmacy, and Law school in 
separate discussions. Required for the proposals to 
be sent to (Leslie) and vented through the student 
body. That was done, at least that's what I've been 
told. 

2. MPA program - that is a program that has built up 
costs that far exceed the costs of the competition, 
and it's a very large increase compared to peer 
business schools. And it put at risk the MPA 
program (top ranked) going forward to compete 
for the very top students. Request from the dean to 
consider to hold tuition and include a $65 fee 
because we didn't want to put that program at 
jeopardy. 

3. MBA programs - at the request of Mccombs, we 
did put in an increase in the report ... kept costs at 
a constrained level (below 6%). 

vi. Minator Azimi - Green Fee addition for Spring Ballot 
"how will it be operated?" 

1. The same way as the other bills, just as the $65 is 
being charged as a fee, and that'll go towards 
funding the SAC. The group sponsoring the fee 
will have to decide how it is spent. I would 
caution ... what is future cost, all of it is adding to 
the cost. In many cases fees like that aren't 
imposed till down the road. You'll decide how its 
spent 

vii. Aaron ??? (Nat Sci) - "could you elaborate on the factors 
that are involved on what increases and how students are 
effected" 

I. The way we are handling this is that the Provost 
office is meeting with each of the deans and 
working on prioritizing. That's just how business 
will have to go forward. I 013 till we move into the 
"plus area". We know what to anticipate going 
forward in a 3-5 year projection. We ask the deans 
to prioritize critical needs. We will move money in 
to areas that will most benefit the colleges for 
undergrad and grad students. 
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B. The Ransom Notes 

2. College of natural science negotiations are going 
on right now. We are working aggressively to 
make sure that we do not interfere with progress 
towards degrees and will not diminish the number 
of course offerings that will diminish the credits. 
We are carefully monitoring. The C of Nat Sci has 
some big budget problems but we are working to 
fix that. 

3. This has come on very fast and furious, this has 
happened to higher education all around the 
United States. We couldn't have seen this a year 
ago. It takes a while to work through all of this and 
so as you move through it there are rumors about 
things, there are things that are laid out as 
possibilities, but we are trying to catch those as 
early as possible and correct them. 

viii. John Lawler - "with ongoing budget constraints, where is 
student opinion sought? Is there a university wide level 
board of students" 

I. We need to reach out and do as good a job as 
possible with this. I meet with SG. I'm meeting 
often with the Senate ofcollege councils. We get 
feedback from the students. We meet with the 
Grad assembly. From the standpoint of a provost 
office, institutionally that's what we are doing. 
I've made it very clear that when the dean's work 
in the colleges and schools to make changes in the 
priorities, it must be something that is discussed 
with students and faculty. This is a hard thing to 
do when you have to move fast and have big 
changes to make. You can let us know how we are 
doing in our progress by talking to your SG 
leaders and having them let me know how you are 
all doing out there. 

2. The deans are trying to work through this as hard 
as they can. This is territory we've never dealt 
with before. We are in an economic circumstance 
like we've never seen. It requires all of us. 

3. We do have a feedback mechanism on the TPAC 
website too. 

ix. Further questions will be at the TPAC meeting in this 
room at 7PM on Thursday 

I. Concert on Friday at 7:30PM at Jester $5 ticket 
2. Performed "Until You" 

*Motion by Representative Woods to move for a unanimous consent to suspend the rules and move 
directly to AR 26 

V. AR 26: Concerning the Denial of Competitive Benefits to University Employees 
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No debate 
Motion to approve by Roll Call 
Roll Call Vote: AR 26 PASSES 

• Yea: 25 

• Nay: 1 

• Abstain: 1 

• Total: 27 

VI. Open Forum 

A. Ms. Cindy Fisher (UT Libraries) 
I. End of Semester - specialized Librarian help 

a. Go to the library website and click on the specialized subject 
link. 

2. If you want to reserve group study rooms you can do that off of the 
front page. 

B. Cecilia Lopez (Leadership Institute) 
I. Wednesday Leadership Series (last of semester)@ rec sports 

game room from 5:30 -6:30PM "Creativity in Leadership" 
2. New series will start next semester 
3. Final Push for first year students who want to get involved in 

LEAP - deadline on Friday @ SPM 

VII. Ex-Officio Reports 

A. Gradl!ate Stl!dent Assem131y 
B. Senate of College Councils 

a. Will be TPAC members at the meeting this Thursday in the Glenn Maloney 
Room 

C. Student Events Center 

VIII. Appointments 
A. Hayden Lawson, Students Hooked on Texas 

1. Move to approve by Uninanimous consent - Rep Stein 
2. Motion to vote by ballot -Rep. Woods (Chair DID NOT recognize) 

B. Jameson Tieman, Students Hooked on Texas 
*Motion to Make AR 30 the next item on business - Chair Recognizes that it is being fast-tracked 
IX. New Business 

A. Fast Track Vote - AR 30: In Support of an Election Timeline 

Question: is the schedule set in stone or can it be changed? 
Answer: pretty much set in stone. 

Question - Rep. Talariko: if the amendment doesn't pass, is the timetable affected 
Answer: the timetable will stay the same 

Question - Re. Talariko: why did we pick Monday and Tuesday as the election days 
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Answer: it has to be the first week in March. That would mean that campaigning would start on Ash 
Wednesday 

Question - Rep. Lawler: do we know when turnout would be the best? 
Answer: I don't think the days will affect turnout 

Rep. Martisan: Motion to fast-track 
Chair recognizes Rep Lawler' s objection 

Question - Rep. Lawler: can we move it to give one more day to campaign on Monday? 

Motion to Amend AR 30 to allow Monday as a campaigning day and move the election to Tuesday 
and Wednesday. 

Question - Rep. Talariko: Ash Wednesday does not conflict, how does that conflict with the 
election? 
Answer: no,no,no. we don't want the first day you can campaign to be Ash Wednesday. 
Answer - ???: if you did observe Ash Wednesday you would be a day behind. 

Question -Rep. Bunch: Would the tradeoffbetween giving the Monday option and starting a day 
before Ash Wednesday, be wmih amending? 

Motion to Amend AR 30 to allow Monday as a campaigning day and move the election to Tuesday 
and Wednesday. 
-Seconded, but not in debate so it can't be amended yet 

We needed to book the rooms, etc ... lfwe went to last year's timeline the elections would start on 
Ash Wednesday and we wanted to avoid that. 

Close of questions - Move into debate 

Motion to Amend AR 30 to allow Monday as a campaigning day and move the election to Tuesday 
and Wednesday and to start campaigning on Feb 17. (Election days are March 2 and 3) 
-Seconded 

Point of Information by Rep. Lopez 

Objection to Motion: 
Rep. Lawler- Assumed that the first day is the BIG DAY. I'm standing there asking "where is 
everyone?". The LAST day was CRAZY, a ton of people out there and I think that's a clear 
example of how the last day is KEY to election, because you're looking for name recognition. I 
urge 

Rep. Ferraro - the main mall has already been locked up on Tuesday. And if we did move it, we'd 
have to shift everything on here, the deadlines are based on election day. 

Question - Rep. Talariko: are they reserved for Wednesday? 
Answer: no. 

Rep. Lawer - if the only issue with this is reserving the main mall, it is not a very good one. Small 
technicalities should not override the quality of the election. 
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Point oflnquiry- Rep. Wang: is there something in the Constitution that says we can only 
campaign for a certain amount of days? 
Answer: yes. 

Rep Woods - we are short circuiting groups in committee that depend on the calendar, as is, and 
will not be able to provide input. 

Rep. Rosen - why are we voting if we've already decided. We're voting on this now because it is a 
valid matter. And I think because the last election was the largest participated in history and were 
on Tuesday & Wednesday, we should do the same again. 

Rep. Casteder - it takes longer than I 0 mins to change the calendar. It took a very long time to 
readjust the dates. I don't think we had a great turnout because of the day, I think it is because 
students cared. If we change it, it has to be 2 weeks of campaigning, if we change it, we'd have to 
change it all. 

Question - Rep. Wang: wouldn't we move the days a day back? 
Answer: some of those days won't work because of deadlines. 

*Motion to have an unmoderated caucus@ 8:15pm 
Seconded 
No objections 

*Call to order 

Rep. Ferraro - days ago we sent out a letter asking if people have objections to come to us then, a 
lot of people have to leave, I ask to please pull down the amendment, everyone is going to have the 
same playing field. People are still going to be able to campaign for 2 weeks just like before, it'll 
work, please pull down the amendment. 

Rep. Lawler - apologize for misunderstanding the letter sent out. After speaking with a couple of 
reps in the assembly who do observe the holiday, I understand it to be a night commitment and do 
not believe it is as big of an issue as we are making it to be. It is very important issue for the 
assembly to debate. Finally, I just want to stress again that it is hard to run as an individual, so why 
can't we give that to candidates this year as well. 

Rep. Woods - I apologize for wanting it to go to committee, I didn't realize it was fast-tracked, I 
believe that the changes should have been brought up before this. They've spent a week of 
scheduling things and that's a week of work their, we're not really setting these dates, we are only 
approving dates that have been set. It is not really necessary, it is not very fair to other 
organizations that did not realize this is being changed. 

Rep. Bunch - in regards to the Monday being changed, if you think about Fridays vs Mondays, 
Fridays are a lot less populated, Fridays were the days we finished early, people weren't going to 
class. Having more people there, Mondays, may have a larger college turnout. While this is what 
we sent out, I believe we can maximize turnout if we moved the election a day back and allowed 
for a strong finish on Monday. Many people have said they didn't sta1t strong, I would prefer that 
we finish strong and get a higher turnout. 
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Rep. Ferraro - basically, the process has already been set in motion, the time to talk about this has 
passed. There's not a lot to say that I haven't already said, basically this would be creating a lot 
more work for a lot of people. 

Question - Rep. Bunch: those reservations started today, while that's already been done, its not 
impossible to find legitimate places on campus. 
Answer: we can make reservations at a different time 

Rep. Casteder - it is important that we have these things done by their deadlines. 

Vice President Ma - Last year we started it on a Tuesday and we had a candidate seminar that day 

Rep Casteder - we would have to change the filing to end on Feb 9, so that we could have it on that 
Tuesday so we could have the elections on Tuesday and Wednesday. 

Point of Information-Rep. Ferraro-I don't believe that the amendment has discussed the full 
ramifications of the dates it would change 

Point of information - Rep Rosen - is there any stipulation on when filing has to end? 

Rep. Casteder - I do not know 

Rep. Lopeze - Motion to previous question 
Seconded 

Vice President Ma - calls for defining of Amendment 

Vote (By hand) to Amend: Passes 

14- 13 

Rep. Ferraro - Motion for an unmoderated caucus for two minutes 
Seconded 

Rep Rosen - Point of Information: if it breaks the rules can't we go back to it? 
Answer-

Rep. Stein - Point of Information about what the numbers on previous vote was 

Voice Vote: AR30 PASSES 

Motion by Rep. Stein to move Exec Reports to next on the list 

Executive Reports 

B. President: Liam 0 'Rourke- orourke.liam@gmail.com 
I. Longhorn Run - goal 10,000 runners 
2. May I" 
3. I Ok with a 2 mile option, will finish on the field in the stadium 
4. Looking to raise money to the endowment that funds social justice projects 
5. Will give a longer presentation next semester 
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6. 10kstartsat9AM 
7. 2k starts at SAM 

C. Executive Board 
I. Early Spring Appropriations Deadline December 4 Friday 

a. Contact Sarah with any questions - sarah.k.yu@gmail.com 
b. Interviews will start Monday Dec 7 from 9-5 interviews take place 

outside of the Glenn Maloney room (in the hallway), we may sta1t 
later or end earlier, we are waiting on the applications. If you could 
email or talk with me about availability we could confirm then. 

D. Risk Management Sign up reminder - Liam O'Rourke 
X. Motion by Rep. Ferraro to reconsider AR30 

Seconded and passed 

Rep. Ferraro - we need to entertain an amendment to move from Feb 25 - 26. 
Seconded 
No objections - passes with Unanimous Consent 

Motion to Previous Question 
Voice vote 
Passes a second time. 

XI. De1mty AilviseF Re1rnrt 

A. MeliREla SuttoR msuttoR@mail.uteMs.eau 

XII. Ageney DireetoF ReflOFts 
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XIII. Representative Reports 
I. Rep. Woods - apologize for "cowardly statement" that was uncalled for. 

a. Concern is that if there are no votes without debate, there are no 
chances to answer concerns with the bill that could be considerable 

b. The function of a deliberative body is to deliberate, if we don't 
debate why are we really here? 
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2. Rep. Bunch - I would like to commend Rep. Woods, too often no one 
takes account for their actions. 

a. Freshmen Representation 
b. Thank LLAs for communications 
c. I'll be sending out an email setting up a meeting about Freshmen 

Representatives, please get back if you'd be interested 
3. Rep. Lawler - Texas Student Lobby issue, I got in contact with TSA, if 

you'd want more info on those conversations and involvement please see 
me after the meeting 

4. Rep. Stien - I'd like to thank student life for meeting not once but twice 
a. Thank reps who brought toys for orange santa - donations end at 

the end of the week 
5. Rep. Ferraro - apology for losing my temper earlier 

a. Email inboxes blew up today with info about debating on issues 
b. If we do that ahead of time, meetings run smoother. 

6. Rep. Lopez -
a. Please help us out on appropriations on Monday, we may require 6 

reps at one time 
b. Any time is greatly appreciated 

XIV. Unfinished Business 

A. AB 12: Changes to Internal Rules -Absence Policy 
Question - Rep. Lopez: I remember a committee meeting where for time reasons a committee 
Answer: yes 

-Did you evaluate any other process? 
Answer: yes we did - we had correspondences 

-That was not able to cut down on time issues? 
Answer: yes - it was already a time consuming process with over 65% of the assembly. That's with 
absences as of a month ago. 

Question - Rep. Bunch: committees are not equal in means of consistency in meeting. Extraneous 
circumstances were taken into account. 

Move into Debate: 

Rep. Myerson - really a logistical issue. It is really the internal affairs job to legislate what to do 
with Assembly members when they are absent to an excessive amount. We felt previous numbers 
were too stringent. 

Rep. Wang- if it's a logistical issue, I'd like to make other changes. I feel that the power in this 
was accountability. When we were all elected, we were elected to represent. <ROTC analogy>. The 
whole point of why this was passed in the first place was for accountability. 

Rep. Bunch - we are all students here, these times to meet become very time consuming, in terms 
of one person missing, we can operate with that. While that's not ideal we can still function. Most 
of the work of reps should be done outside of the of the meetings mostly. I think we need to focus 
that people outside of these meetings are doing their work, while the meetings being missed may 
seem bad, more work can be done because of it. 
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Rep. Lopez - we did allow for that space, by no means was 3 absences going to kick you out, it was 
merely to hold you accountable. You have to allocate that time. It is an insult to those of us who 
make the extra effort to be here everytime if some are allowed to miss. We need to not focus on the 
number but the re-evaluation process of it. 

Rep. Myerson - I don't think it is logistically efficient to look at 60% - 80% of excuses this early 
because of sickness and tests. I've never gotten an excuse that they didn't feel like going or I slept 
in or anything, I don't believe that 3 is efficient, especially when they are legitimate. I think it was 
really unnecessary, and I believe it I still a stringent expectation. 

Rep. Wang - I actually sit on the student life committee, I ultimately made a commitment, I need to 
be held accountable for my actions. There has to be some sort of system for accountability, showing 
up is 80% of the work in some organizations. I would like to propose that we keep this in place and 
put some sort of "public shaming" measure in place. 

Motion to Move to Previous Question - Rep. Seo 
Voice Vote 2/3 Yeas have it. 

B. AR 27: In Support of an Increase in Bicycle Parking Accommodations on Campus 
Motion to approve by unanimous consent - Rep. Bunch 
Seconded 
AR 27 Approved 

AR 25: Rep -Azemi: it is official that O's will be accepting Bevo Bucks to spread the word and let 
students know it is available. If they find it cost wmihy they will look into expanding it into the 
kiosks. 

Point of Personal Priveledge - Rep. Rosen: Can we capitalize all of it? 
Seconded 

Motion to approve by Unanimous Consent -Rep. Woods 
Seconded 
Approved by Unanimous Consent 

C. AR 28: In Suppmi of a Textbook Comparison List 

Motion by Rep. Pedegari - Previous Question 
Seconded 
Motion for Unanimous Consent 
Seconded 
No objections 
Approved 

XV. Announcements 
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Katina - congratulate those who have put a lot of work into the amendments and bills. Please take 
into account about how much work goes into these things. 

Rep. Wang- Massive Laser tag at Rec Sp01ts this Friday 
VSA Culture Showcase at 7 in Jester Auditorium 

Vice President Ma - CANDY CANES!!!!!!!!! Have a happy and safe holiday 

MOTION TO ADJURN by Rep. Ferraro PASSED 

XVI. Adjournment (9:03PM) 
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